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ABSTRACT
Background: Studies have indicated that relaxation techniques are beneficial for athletes by
enhancing their concentration, self-confidence, and reducing the levels of anxiety, stress,
blood pressure and muscles stiffness. Progressive muscular relaxation (PMR) focuses on
tightening and relaxing specific muscle groups of the body to achieve a state of relaxation
which is a useful tool for competitive sport.
Materials and Methods: PMR was applied to novice archers to examine its effect on state
anxiety, heart rate and shooting performance. A total of 11 male and 17 female participants
were recruited for this study. They were randomly assigned using gender matched into two
research conditions, PMR (n = 14) and control (n = 14) groups. A pre- and post-tests archery
shooting performance was conducted before and after the three weeks of intervention period,
which consisted of nine sessions of PMR. Participant’s psychological aspects were measured
using the Revised competitive state anxiety inventory-2 (CSAI-2R) questionnaires, while the
physiological aspect was measured using a digital pulse oximeter to monitor heart rate.
Archery shooting score were measured using ten metre distance. Repeated measure of
variance (ANOVA) was used to analyse the results.
Result: There were significant changes in time effect for cognitive anxiety (p = 0.037) and
archery performance (p = 0.019) but no significant difference between group (p = 0.458) and
interaction effects (p = 0.110). There were also no significant results for time, group and
interaction effects for somatic anxiety, self-confidence and arousal state
Conclusion: PMR training showed no significant effect on anxiety, heart rate and archery
performance on novice archers. Future studies may compare the effects of PMR on trained
athletes.
Keywords: Progressive muscle relaxation, novice, archers, shooting, performance
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1.0 Introduction
Archery is classified as a precision sport and is widely played across the world. In the latest
Olympic Games in Rio 2016, archery continues to be a popular event to watch since it first
debuted during the 1900’s in Paris. Performance in archery is designated based on the sum of
scores of the arrows shot by an archer that hit the target (Kolayis et al., 2014). The factors that
may affect an archer’s performance can be categorised into external and internal factors. The
external factors are environmental conditions such as wind direction, velocity and materials
used that determine the behaviour of the bow and arrow; whereas, the internal factors include
fatigue, stress and athlete’s technique (Kolayis et al., 2014). Both factors play a vital part in
determining the performance of the archers.
The goal of every archer is to decrease the group diameter of the arrows directed to the target.
This means that archer’s attempt to hit the target areas consistently as possible as near to each
other. If the athlete is misdirecting his or her shots away from the centre or bullseye, the
athlete can just re-adjust their sight to aim closer towards the centre, thus obtaining more
points by hitting the inner yellow circles. Archery experts displayed higher activation in
cortical areas associated with visuospatial attention and working memory, including the
middle frontal cortex, supplemental motor area, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex than that of
the novices (Seo et al., 2012). In order for an athlete to maintain such cognitive demands, they
must first be in a relaxed state. Studies have indicated that relaxation techniques are beneficial
for athletes by enhancing concentration, self-confidence, and reducing the levels of anxiety,
stress, blood pressure and muscles stiffness (Parnabas et al., 2014). One such technique to
promote relaxation is Progressive Muscle Relaxation (PMR).
PMR focuses on tightening and relaxing specific muscle groups of the body to achieve a state
of relaxation (Goldman, 2014). The goal of PMR is to achieve a state of relaxation by tensing
and relaxing specific muscles of the body. This process would allow participants to
distinguish between a relaxed muscle and a tensed one, which would usually be accompanied
by anxiety and stress (Charalambous et al., 2016). Once distinguished, participants may use
this simple knowledge to relax the muscles at the first signs of tension. PMR emphasises the
difference in sensation between a tensed and relaxed muscle (Ranjita & Sarada, 2014). The
knowledge gained from this may help participants to be aware when they stressed and thus
improve their coping style, reduce stress and fatigue (Ozgundondu & Gok Metin, 2019).
PMR is well renowned in the clinical and rehabilitative field as an alternative means for
reducing stress, anxiety, pain and discomfort in chronically ill patients. These illnesses
include contingent negative variation (CNV) such as cancer, hypertension and cardiovascular
disease as well as other chronic illnesses (Lu, Lin & Chang, 2019; Meyer et al., 2016;
Zamenjani et al., 2019). PMR can also be used to improve general health (Sadeghi et al.,
2018). The relaxation provided by PMR can reduce pain, stress and depression (Nasiri et al.,
2018; De Paolis et al., 2019). This study attempted to investigate the effects of PMR on
novice archers’ anxiety, arousal and shooting performance.
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2.0 Materials and Methods
This is an experimental research design to investigate the effect of PMR on anxiety, heart rate
and shooting performance. the recruited participants were undergraduate students, aged
between 18-25 years. The intervention period lasted for three weeks. A familiarisation session
was conducted to familiarise the participants to archery before the intervention began. Then, a
simulated pre-test was conducted to measure the participants’ shooting performance during
the first week. The Revised Competitive State Anxiety Inventory 2 (CSAI-2R), heart rate
monitors as well as handgrip and back and leg dynamometer were tested on the participants
prior the shooting performance. The Figure 1 demonstrates the flow of the study procedure.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the study procedure
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Following that, a total of nine sessions of PMR were conducted over a period of three weeks
in the intervention group. Each session lasted for about 15 minutes. The PMR sessions were
further divided into three supervised sessions and six unsupervised ones. For each week, one
supervised session took place followed by two unsupervised ones. Whereas, for the control
group, a weekly light stretching session was conducted with no unsupervised sessions. An
adherence logbook was given to the participants of the intervention group to ensure the
participant’s adherence to the PMR sessions. After the three weeks of PMR intervention,
simulated post-test on participants’ shooting performance was conducted in which CSAI-2R
and heart rate monitors were administered to the participants.
2.1 Instruments
2.1.1 Revised Competitive State Anxiety Inventory 2 (CSAI-2R)
Each participant completed the CSAI-2R questionnaire before and after each PMR
intervention session. The CSAI-2R is a 17-item questionnaire that is used to measure
perceived intensities of somatic anxiety (SA), cognitive anxiety (CA), and self-confidence
(SC) promptly before a competition (Cox, Martens, & Russell, 2003). Therefore, the CSAI2R measures temporal states rather than stable personality traits. The SA scale is concerned
with physiological symptoms of arousal and is composed of items such as “my body feels
tensed,” whereas the CA scale addresses cognitive symptoms of arousal such as “I’m
concerned that others will be disappointed with my performance.” The SC rates perceived
ability of the athletes to meet situational demands and includes statements such as “I’m
confident I can meet the challenge.”
Each CSAI-2R item is rated on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1, “not at all” to 4,
“very much so”. Subscale scores are calculated by summing items in each subscale, dividing
by the number of items, and multiplying by 10. Higher scores indicate higher intensities of
cognitive and somatic state anxiety, as well as higher levels of self-confidence. The factorial
validity of the CSAI-2R was previously established by Cox et al. (2003), using confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA) on data from 331 athletes. The results showed a good fit of the
hypothesised measurement model (CFI = .95, NNFI = .94, RMSEA = .05) and Cronbach
alpha coefficients for each subscale of the CSAI-2R showed sound internal consistency
(somatic anxiety = .88, cognitive anxiety = .83, self-confidence = .85).
2.1.2 Heart rate monitor
The heart rate monitor used in this study was a digital pulse oximeter (Instant Read Finger
Pulse Oximeter, Model OX250, MeasuPro, USA) which allows the simple measurement of
heart rate with minimum inconvenience to the subjects (Kerr et al., 1997). Each participant
inserted their right index finger in the digital pulse oximeter which measured their heart rate.
The measurement was taken before and after the pre- and post-tests. Kerr et al. (1997) stated
that by using the simple heart rate monitor, the possibility of provoking and deterring
participant’s psychological state by fitting them with unfamiliar scientific apparatus can be
avoided.
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2.1.3 Progressive Muscle Relaxation (PMR)
The PMR script used in this study was validated and used by Isa et al. (2013) in a previous
clinical population. The progression of the alternate tensing and relaxing muscle began at the
fingers and hands, followed by the elbow, arms, chin, eyebrows, eyes, jaws, teeth, tongue,
lips, head, neck, shoulder, back, abdominal, buttocks, feet and finally toes. Each major muscle
groups were repeated up to three times such as the arms and abdomen while the rest was only
done once. Constant purposeful deep breathing was instructed throughout the session
especially in between changes of muscle. Participants were seated in a comfortable position
and in a cool and quiet environment. Each session lasted for approximately 15 minutes.
2.1.4 Handgrip and back/leg dynamometer
A handgrip dynamometer (Jamar hydraulic handgrip dynamometer, Jamar, Model J00105,
Lafayette, USA) was used to determine the hand grip strength of each participants. Whereas,
the back and leg dynamometer (Back and leg dynamometer, Lafayette, USA) was also used to
determine the strength of the back and legs of each participants. The best reading of three tries
was recorded. The hand grip was conducted using the right hand only. This is because only
the right hand was used to draw the bow during the pre and post-tests archery shooting. The
test was conducted to reduce the possibility of strength being a confounding factor in this
study. Lack of strength may lead to fatigue which has a direct effect on archery performance.
2.1.5 Archery shooting performance
The participants were asked to shoot a total of 20 shots split into four sets (each set consist of
five shots) based on a modified scoring system. The target board was placed ten metres from
the shooting position. The bows used were 20 and 22 pounds for females and males
respectively. The target board used was a standard 122-cm wide shooting performance. A
familiarisation session was conducted prior the pre-test in order to familiarise the participants
to archery. An experience coach taught the basic techniques. A total of 20 shots were
allocated to each participant during the familiarisation session.
2.2 Data analysis
The analysis for this study was analysed using the Statistical Package for Social Science
(SPSS) Version 24.0. All data were examined for normality through the Shapiro-Wilk test
except for the variables that were analysed using the repeated measure analysis of variance
(ANOVA) as the test is robust against normality. CSAI-2R questionnaires were scored
manually and evaluated using the scoring system. CSAI-2R score, heart rate and archery
score for both intervention and control groups were analysed using a repeated measure
analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results for arousal state was based on the difference in
gained heart rate between pre-test and post-test archery shooting. The term “gained” refers to
the heart rate measure of before and after the archery performance. Statistical significance
was accepted at (p < 0.05).
The statistical analysis used for all anxiety subscales were repeated ANOVA. However, if
sphericity assumption was violated, meaning that there was a significant difference in the pvalue (p < 0.05) in the Mauchly’s test, the multivariate tests were used instead. The Wilk’s
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lambda test is commonly reported by researchers, but it may not always be the best choice, so
Pillai’s trace is reported in this study due to its powerfulness and robustness (OriginLab,
2017). The main effects in repeated measure ANOVA test the exploratory value of a predictor
in a model while post hoc tests are a priori unspecified tests (Stevens, 1999). Therefore, the
significance of the post hoc tests are a subsequent comparison of the raw data. In short, the
significant changes found in the multivariate tests (Pillai’s trace) does not automatically mean
there will be significant changes between sessions found in the subsequent post hoc test. The
main effects reported in this study were time, groups and interaction (time x groups) effects.

3.0 Result
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the participants. During recruitment, 30 participants
volunteered to participate in this study, however, due to study commitments, two participants
dropped out. A total of 28 undergraduate students completed the study. The participants were
randomly assigned based on computer generated randomisation and gender-matched into the
intervention group which underwent PMR training and the control group which underwent
light stretching exercise sessions.
Table 1. Demographic data and characteristics of the participants
Demographic

Group (N = 28)
Intervention
(m = 6, f = 8)
Mean (SD)/ Median
19.5c
160.6d (8.7)
61.0d (11.6)

Control
(m = 5, f = 9)
Mean (SD)/ Median
19.0c
161.2d (7.4)
55.9d (12.0)

p-value

0.391a
Age (years)
0.830b
Height (cm)
0.263b
Weight (kg)
Muscular strength
34.0c
31.0c
0.613a
i) Handgrip
strength (kg)
111.4d (50.3)
98.8d (38.1)
0.460b
ii) Back and leg
strength (kg)
Note: m = male, f = female, aMann-Whitney U test, bIndependent t-test, cMedian, dMean
The mean (SD) score obtained for archery shooting performance for intervention and control
groups were 147.2 (17.1) and 137.8 (13.9) scores for pre-test and 150.1 (14.1) and 151.9
(19.0) scores for post-test respectively (Table 2). The results indicate a significance in terms
of time effect (p = 0.019) but no significance in terms of group (p = 0.458) and interaction
effects (p = 0.110). Table 3 shows the mean (SD) of all three anxiety subscales in CSAI-2R,
namely; somatic state anxiety, cognitive state anxiety and self-confidence.
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Table 2. Archery shooting performance score
Tests
Pre
Post

Archery shooting performance score, mean (SD)
Intervention (n = 14)
Control (n = 14)
147.2 (17.1)
137.8 (13.9)
150.1 (14.1)
151.9 (19.0)

Table 3. Descriptive mean (SD) of CSAI-2R for intervention and control groups
Week

Subscales score, mean (SD)
Intervention (n = 14)
Control (n = 14)
SA
CA
SC
SA
CA
-1.9 (5.8) -1.2 (3.0) 1.9 (2.4)
-3.2 (4.9) -0.6 (3.1)
1
-2.9 (3.2) -1.4 (2.4) 2.2 (2.2)
-2.8 (3.5) -2.1 (2.9)
2
-0.8 (4.8) -1.5 (2.4) 0.6 (2.1)
-2.0 (2.4) -1.3 (1.8)
3
SA = somatic anxiety, CA = cognitive anxiety, SC = self-confidence

SC
0.7 (4.0)
0.2 (1.2)
1.3 (1.6)

Based on Table 4, time, group and interaction effects were not significant (p < 0.05) with
the exception of cognitive subscale (p = 0.037) for time. However further analyse was needed
to see the significance between sessions. A post-hoc test was conducted to see the
significance between sessions for the cognitive aspect. The results showed no significance
between sessions (p > 0.05) for both intervention and control group.
Table 4. F-statistic on CSAI-2R (intervention and control; time, group and interaction effects)
F-statistic
p-value
eta2
(df )
Time
Somatic
2.641 (2,25) a
0.056
0.199
a
*
Cognitive
3.368 (2,25)
0.315
0.037
a
Self-confidence
0.665 (2,25)
0.582
0.083
Group
Somatic
0.055 (1,26)
0.817
0.002
Cognitive
0.001 (1,26)
0.972
<0.001
Self-confidence
2.845 (1,26)
0.105
0.106
a
Interaction
Somatic
0.784 (2,25)
0.516
0.097
a
Cognitive
0.288 (2,25)
0.834
0.038
a
Self-confidence
2.881(2,25)
0.059
0.282
a
F-statistic of Pillia’s Trace is reported when assumption of Mauchly’s test of Sphericity is
not met
Effects

Subscales

Table 5 shows the mean heart rate scores obtained before and after pre- and post-tests archery
performance. During data analysis, pre-gain and post-gain heart rates were used. The mean
(SD) for pre-gain and post-gain heart rates were 15.9 (10.9) and 9.7 (13.2) beats per minute
for the intervention group; whereas, in the control group, pre-gain and post-gain heart rates
were 15.6 (10.5) and 16.1 (15.2) beats per minute. The results for arousal showed no
significance for time (p = 0.365), group (p = 0.413) and interaction (p = 0.289) effects.
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Table 5. Mean (SD) of participants’ arousal state before and after pre- and post-tests

Before Shooting
Performance
After Shooting
Performance

Heart Rate (beats.min-1)
Pre-test Shooting Performance Post-test Shooting Performance
Intervention
Control
Intervention
Control
76.3 (13.9)
85.9 (10.3)
92.2 (9.5)
84.4 (12.6)
83.7 (8.3)

101.4 (11.6)

93.4 (8.3)

100.4 (20.2)

4.0 Discussion
Participants from both groups have normal hearing ability. The students were able to commit
to the study and were mostly able to attend all the sessions throughout the intervention period.
The exceptions were two students, who were not able to participate the third session due to
classes. Therefore, were excluded for further analysis. Based on the comments made in the
adherence logbook, participants reported good adherence to the intervention program, thus, all
participants (N = 28) were added in to the subsequent analysis.
Muscular strength is an important fitness parameter that can affect archery performance
(Sureyya, 2017). In archery, arm strength to pull the bow is directly proportional to the draw
weight of the bow. Thus, hand grip strength has a significant value in archery as it is one of
the main factors that improve target shooting accuracy scores positively (Sureyya, 2017). In
this study, recurve bow was used, the male participants were given bows with 22 pounds draw
weight while the female participants were given bows with 20 pounds draw weight. It is noted
that for competition, the draw weight ranges from 30 pounds (14kg) to 44 pounds (20kg) and
is commonly used depending on the strength of the archers. Significant differences in arm
strength and grip strength that may affect the outcome.
The results for the hand grip strength test indicate both intervention and control group have no
significant different in hand grip strength (Table 1). It can be concluded that both groups have
similar arm strength. Core body strength also plays an important role in archery. Back tension
is the most important movement in archery, more specifically, the major and minor
rhomboids which helps in the creation of back tension (Sharma et al., 2015). Studies showed
that the primary muscles of the shoulders and upper back involved in archery are the
rhomboids, levator scapulae, trapezius, deltoids, latissimus dorsi, and the rotator cuff muscle
group, which also includes the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor (Sharma et al.,
2015). The purpose of the back and leg strength in this study was to ensure no variability in
overall core body strength between the groups affecting archery performance. The results
indicated there was no significant difference in back and leg strength at the baselines between
intervention and control groups (Table 1). Therefore, differences in archery performance
between the two groups were not interfered by back and leg muscular strength.
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PMR is a physical relaxation therapy that differs from autogenic relaxation as it focuses on
physiological muscle movements rather than cognitive outcomes (Hashim & Ahmad Yusof,
2011). Therefore, somatic anxiety should be reduced more than the cognitive aspect.
However, in this study, the results showed that somatic anxiety has no significance for time,
group and interaction effects. Whereas, cognitive anxiety showed a significant reduction for
time but not for group and interactions effects. The premise of PMR is to have participants
tense and relax their muscles to differentiate between tensed states and a relaxed one
(Charalambous et al., 2016). Nonetheless, in one study, it was concluded that relaxation
technique is an effective intervention for reducing pre-competitive state anxiety and
improving self-confidence in athletes. As both progressive muscular relaxation and autogenic
relaxation technique were significantly effective in reducing competitive state anxiety and
improving self-confidence than the control group (Sakhare, Sharma & Syal, 2018).
Alwan et al. (2013) found that PMR training showed no changes in somatic anxiety among
soccer players during its six weeks intervention period. They concluded that there was no
significant effect of relaxation methods on the somatic anxiety among soccer players similar
to this study. In another study, findings showed a significant increase in swimming
performance in the experimental group but no significant changes in terms of cognitive and
somatic anxiety subscales when compared to the control group (Pavlidou & Doganis, 2008).
In addition, many studies are also in agreement with the findings of this study as their results
indicate no effect of PMR and guided imagery relaxations on athletes after a specific period of
mental intervention (Vadoa, Hall & Moritz, 1997; Page, Wesley & Kelly, 1999). It should be
noted that the effects of the above study were on well trained athletes and not novice archers.
On the other hand, Navaneethan and Rajan (2010) also reported there was a significant effect
of PMR training in reducing somatic anxiety among members of a volleyball team. However,
they did not apply the PMR intervention at the pre-competitive stage.
The contradictory results of PMR effects on anxiety which may be due to the duration of the
implementation of PMR techniques. An increase in the length of time and sessions conducted
should be considered as the duration of many conducted studies in relation to sports are more
than three weeks. However, the length of the intervention period for clinical studies of PMR
on patients were only up to three weeks (Charalambous et al., 2016; Aalami, Jafarnejad &
Gharavi, 2016). The difference in PMR techniques such as the abbreviated version of PMR
(APMR) that were used in different studies aligned with different objective outcomes, thus
leading to variability in results (Srilekha, Soumendra & Chattopadhyay, 2013).
Arousal state in this study was represented by the changes in heart rate. Heart rates were
monitored using a digital pulse oximeter. The readings were taken before and after the preand post-tests sessions. The gained heart rate was calculated from before and after each preand post-tests respectively. The objective measuring the heart rate was to examine whether
they were any significant differences between pre- and post-tests arousal level. Rather than
directly determining the relationship between arousal and archery performance, the changes in
heart rate (arousal) was measured as a subsequent effect of PMR interventional training.
Robazza, Bortoli, and Nougier (1998) also used heart rate deceleration as physiological
arousal during the shooting of elite female archers, from draw to release, was associated with
optimal, blind, and simulated conditions. As elite archers are well rehearsed in their skill, the
use of such techniques may have a higher value as compared to novice archers, especially in
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competitive situations. The use of PMR training as a technique to improve arousal state in
archery have not been well researched. However, in clinical settings, PMR has been shown to
reduce to reduce blood pressure levels of hypertensive patients (Aalami et al., 2016).
In competitive sports, Parnabas (2015), concluded that PMR helps running athletes perform
optimally by managing arousal state and reducing blood pressure. Results from other studies
show that arousal state can improve sporting performance (Johnson et al., 2007). PMR has
also proven to reduce heart rate which in turn improve arousal state but the results were only
subjected to patients in clinical settings (Pawlow & Jones, 2002). PMR has shown no
significant difference in arousal state during pre- and post-test archery performance. Direct
relationships between arousal state and sporting performance regarding PMR intervention
showed little findings in the literature. Thus, more study is needed in this field to measure and
conclude its relationship.
The development of PMR was based on the premise of promoting relaxation and reducing
anxiety by tensing and relaxing the muscles to differentiate between the two states. Some
studies have used this technique to apply to patients in clinical settings as a supplementary
method to reduce negative symptoms such as anxiety, depression and to enhance quality of
life (Charalambous et al., 2016; Hassanpour-Dehkordi & Jalali, 2016). Basic relaxation skills
are important and must be applied in the act of performance (Amanda & Collins, 2010).
Arguably, the implementation of PMR should be applied directly in the scope of performance
rather than being conducted separately. For example, during the archery shooting
performance, participants had a total of four sets to complete. Each participant had to wait for
their turn to shoot as there are only four target boards available at a given time. Since there are
14 participants taking part during the test, participants have to wait for a total of four rotations
in order to shoot for their next set. During that time, participants do not practice the PMR
techniques, thus the effects obtained from PMR may have subsided by then. Nonetheless,
PMR may be useful to decrease state anxiety, improve well-being and social functioning in
adults especially with clinically mental illness (Melo-Dias et al., 2019).
Besides that, skill acquisition in archery requires complex motor skills which takes time to
develop. Even though motor skills vary widely in type and complexity, the learning process
that individuals go through when acquiring various motor skills is similar (Gabriele, 2007).
Gabriele (2007) further divided the learning process into three stages; cognitive, associative
and autonomous stages. Participants were primarily considered to be in the cognitive stage in
which considerable amounts of conscious movements were required to perform the archery
skills. Because learners sometimes use both covert and sometimes overt self-talk, this stage
has also been labelled the ‘verbal stage’ (Adams, 1971). Participants in this stage are
subjected to experimental movements in which they employ different strategies to execute the
skill more effectively. Therefore, more attentional capacity is used in correcting their
movement rather than focusing on the outcome goal which is the archery performance. Hence,
the results obtained by the analysis may not fully be in line with the study’s objective, which
is to see the effects of PMR on archery performance as other factors such as self-talk and
strategy improvisation may have acted as the confounding factors (Gabriele, 2007).
Successful learning of a motor skill requires repetitive training and can be advanced through a
number of stages (Luft & Buitrago, 2005). The first stage mentioned in Luft’s study was the
acquisition phase which is characterised by fast (within sessions) and slow learning (between
sessions). Luft and Buitrago (2005), further added that for a short period following the initial
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training sessions, the skill is labile to interference by other skills and protein synthesis
inhibition, indicating that consolidation process occurs during rest periods between training
sessions. Participants in this study are regarded as novice archers in which they were exposed
to archery during the familiarisation session which took place a week before the pre-test.
However, the study argues that skill acquisition requires more than one session in order to
grasp the basic skills of a sport. Therefore, longer familiarisation sessions may have been
needed.
On a related note, archery performance conducted in this study was subpar to the rules and
regulations of competitive archery. For example, the distance used in this study was set to 10
meters rather than the minimum 18 meters in indoor competitive archery. Olympic archery
sets the distance at 70 metres range for outdoor archery (World Archery Coach’s Committee,
2015). The reason for this distance was because participants were unable to hit the target
board in a consistent manner for longer distances. Besides that, the recurved bow used in this
study has a draw weight of 9kg (20 pounds) for females and 10kg (22 pounds) for males. The
draw weight of a bow depends on the size and strength of everyone involved. However, in
this study, to reduce variability, all the participants were given bows with standardised weight
for males and females respectively. The number of shots taken was also changed due to
consideration to time and strength of the participants. Due to their limited ability, a total of 20
shots was spread out to 4 sets to measure their archery performance. Although some studies
have shown that 20 shots are suffice in measuring archery performance, the overall
significance of tests conducted during data analysis well be under represented (Nishizono et
al., 1987).
Future studies should take into considerations the techniques of PMR being used and to who
it is being applied to. For example, abbreviated version of PMR (APMR) is more suited to be
applied to direct performance such as before competition and during resting intervals as it
takes less time to complete as compared to the full PMR version. In one study, APMR was
also used for attentively deficient children in order to maintain attention span (Srilekha et al.,
2013). Furthermore, considerations should also be placed on confounding factors such as
muscle strength, skill acquisition, strategy improvisation and learning curve which may affect
the significance of the results when comparing between groups. Further studies are required to
examine the positive relationship between PMR and performance.

5.0 Conclusion and recommendation
PMR is used as a relaxation method to reduce psychological and physiological distress such
as anxiety, stress, blood pressure and heart rate. This study was designed to extend the
knowledge in the field of psychophysiological impact of PMR in the sporting field,
specifically archery. The findings of this study reveal that there was no significant difference
between PMR and archery performance. There was also no significant change for somatic
anxiety, cognitive anxiety, self-confidence and arousal state. This means that PMR had little
to no effect on anxiety and arousal state among novice archers. However, other studies show
conflicting results as PMR have been proven to reduce anxiety and arousal state. Confounding
factors such as skill acquisition, strategy improvisation and learning curve may have affected
the significance of the archery performance results. Furthermore, variability in PMR
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techniques may have led to insignificant results. Therefore, more research is required to find
more conclusive findings of the effects of PMR on anxiety, arousal and archery shooting
performance among novice archers.
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